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Randy: Good morning, everyone, and welcome. It is 11 o’clock in the Eastern time zone, 10 o’clock in the Central time zone, and that means it’s time for the fourth and final OPSEU telephone town hall about the tentative agreement that was signed June 2nd between OPSEU and the government of Ontario. We’re talking about two contract offers in the Ontario Public Service today. 
 Joining me this morning are four panelists. First of all, Warren “Smokey” Thomas, president of OPSEU; Ron Elliot, chief negotiator for the union; Mickey Riccardi, acting OPSEU co-chair of the Central Employer Relations Committee of the OPS; and Monte Vieselmeyer, OPSEU co-chair of the Ministry of Employee Relationship Committee for the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services. Welcome, everyone. 
 Before we hear from our guests, let me start by explaining how a telephone town hall works. Right now, there are thousands of OPSEU members and the OPS answering their phones and connecting to this discussion. It’s very much like a radio call-in show. 
 Another way of looking at it is to think of it as a traditional town hall, where guests arrive and file in from the front door, except that in place of a front door, there are thousands of members whose phones are ringing throughout Ontario. Once a member answers their phone, they only need to stay on the line to join this discussion. 
 Shortly, we’ll hear presentations from Smokey, Ron, Mickey, and Monte. They’ll be speaking about different aspects of the extension offer put forward by your employers, the Government of Ontario, on June 2nd. More importantly, we want to give you, OPSEU members and the Unified and Correctional Bargaining Units, the opportunity, whether on the phone or online, to ask questions about the offer, which is really two offers, one for the Unified Bargaining Unit, and one for the Correctional Bargaining Unit. 
 We’re going to try to get in as many questions and cover as many topics as possible. All of our panel members will be available to answer your questions. If you have a question, all you have to do is press star three, on your telephone key pad, or for those joining us online simply ask your question by writing it in the chat box. 
 If you have not already seen the text of the offers for Unified and Correctional members, they are available on our website at www.OPSEU.org. When you go to the website, you’ll see a banner right at the top that says OPS contract. Just click on that, and it will take you to all the information you’re looking for. 
 I’m here to keep the conversation moving smoothly and to ensure that we get to hear your opinions and have as much discussion as possible. Before we go to 
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our first presentations, I’d like to invite Smokey Thomas, president of OPSEU, to start us off. Smokey, the current OPSEU collective agreement in the OPS is set to expire at the end of 2017, and bargaining had been expected to start later this year. Can you tell us how OPSEU members in the OPS came to be looking at a contract offer even though there are still six months left in their contract? 
Smokey: Yes, thanks, Randy. Before I start, I’d just like to thank everybody for getting on the call today. It is the fourth and final one, so I hope you find it informative and hope we get to your questions. 
 This is a contract extension. We got a call from the government, my office. They wanted to get together and talk about bargaining, which in and of itself is not unusual because there are meetings ahead of a bargaining to try to figure out what hotel you’re going to use, who’s going to get what room, all the logistics of bargaining. 
 Mickey Riccardi, chair of the Central Employer Relations Committee, Monte Vieselmeyer, chair of the Community Safety and Corrections MERC and Ron Elliot from senior staff went to the meeting. That would be the people that were going for the logistics. While they were there, the government said they’d like to make an offer, so over a period of about nine hours came up with something that looks pretty good. 
 I called in the executive board because Monte and Mickey had both recommended it. I recommended it to the executive board. The executive board passed a motion to take it to the membership for a vote, but also to have all the local presidents come in on June 10th, and that was the Central Bargaining Conference. The local presidents came in as well. 
 We went through the offers there. There were some pretty lively and spirited debate, but at the end of it all we set the vote dates for ratification, ratification votes, to be held June 20th, 21st, 22nd, next week. All those vote locations and times are on the website, www.OPSEU.org. Click on the banner at the top. Randy will run through that a little later. 
 The important thing, I think, for you, is hopefully we get your questions answered, and again, it’s up to membership to decide whether to accept or reject. If it’s rejected, we simply move to bargaining. Randy, that’s all I’ve got to say right now, and thanks for getting on the call. 
Randy: Thank you very much, Smokey. You’re listening to an OPSEU telephone town hall about the contract extension offers that OPSEU members and the OPS will be voting on in a ratification vote next June 20th, 21st, and 22nd. If you want to ask a question of any of our speakers, it’s easy. All you have to do is press star, three on your telephone keypad, and you will be placed in the queue. 
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 In addition to fielding questions from members, we have the ability on this telephone town hall to quick polls. I’d like to do a quick poll right now to find out who is on the call. I’m going to ask a question and read out five choices. Press the number on your keypad that corresponds to your choice. 
 Here’s the question. What bargaining category and what bargaining unit are you in? Press one if you’re in the administrative category of the Unified Bargaining Unit. Press two if you’re in the institutional and the healthcare category of the Unified Bargaining Unit. Press three if you’re in the office administrative category of the Unified Bargaining Unit. Press four if you’re in the operational and maintenance/technical category of the Unified Bargaining Unit, and press five if you’re in the Correctional Bargaining Unit. 
 Again the question is what is your job category and bargaining unit? Press one if you’re in the administrative category, Unified. Press two if you’re in the institutional and the healthcare category, Unified. Press three if you’re in the office administrative category, Unified. Press four if you’re in the operational and maintenance/technical classification, Unified, and lastly press five if you’re in the Correctional Bargaining Unit. 
 We’ll start taking questions very soon, but first we’re going to hear from Ron Elliot, chief negotiator for OPSEU, to give members just a very quick sketch of what is in these offers. Ron? 
Ron: Thanks, Randy. I’ll start with the Unified Bargaining Group. It’s a four-year deal that runs to December 31, 2021. There’s a 1.5% increase that takes effect on July 1, 2017, followed by a 1% on January 1, 2019, and a 1% increase every six months after that for the rest of the contract. That adds up to 7.5% over four years, and it is compounded. 
 These are across-the-board increases. These are not lump-sum payments. These are increases to the pay grid. On top of that, the freeze on movement through the salary grid will end effective January 1, 2018. As of that time, we’ll go back to normal progression through the salary grid. 
 In addition to wage hikes, we’ve got some benefit enhancements. Firstly, employer will make out-of-country medical coverage available. The premiums are to be paid by the employee, but they are exceptionally reasonable, at $6.11 a month for a single person, and $9.63 a month for family coverage. This is voluntary. You can go in or not. 
 Second, the employer will introduce mandatory catastrophic drug coverages. We’re talking about extremely expensive drugs. The premiums are paid by the employee, but again, they are a fraction of the normal cost. For a single person, the premium is $0.94 a month. It is $1.91 monthly for a family. 
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 First $10,000 in catastrophic benefits is covered at 90%. After $10,000, they are reimbursed at 100%. In the past, people have had to sell their cars, even their houses, to pay for these drugs. With this, those days are over. 
 Third, the current [inaudible 00:08:56] our cap for psychologists services will increase from $25 to $40 with an annual cap remaining of $1,400. Finally, a word about the Attendance Support and Management Program, or ASMP, effective January 1, 2018, it will no longer apply to the Unified Bargaining Unit. There is just one exception; employees who are already at level three or four on December 31, 2017, will continue to have their attendance monitored until they move below level three. You can read the unified tentative agreement on OPSEU’s website, OPSEU.org. 
 The correction’s tentative agreement is also online, and it’s very similar. The term is the same. The wage increases are the same, 1.5% on July 1, 2017, plus a 1% increase every six months from January 1, 2019, onwards. These increases are across the boarded and compounded. 
 Please note that the Correctional Bargaining Unit members may continue to bargain an additional wage increase, called a special wage adjustment, backed up by interest arbitration if needed. The special wage adjustments will be the only outstanding matter in dispute between the parties that may be referred to interest arbitration, in accordance with the interest arbitration provisions. 
 Correctional members will be eligible for the out-of-country medical coverage, at the employee-paid premiums of $6.11 a month for a single person, and $9.63 a month for family coverage. Similarly, mandatory catastrophic drug coverage will be paid by the members at $0.94 a month for a single person, and $1.91 for a family. 
 Just a word about correctional nurses, the government has talked about moving jurisdiction for correctional nurses from the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services, into the Ministry of Health and Long-term Care. Correctional nurses oppose that move, and we support them 100%. 
 With this deal, regardless of any future change in the reporting ministry, correctional nurses will remain within the Correctional Bargaining Unit. That is definitely a victory for our nurses. There are other improvements, but I’ll leave that for other speakers to touch on. 
 Before we go to the next, I just want to update folks on the website. There were changes with region six and seven between 3:30 and 5PM last night. Toronto voting times have been expanded this morning, and they’re putting those up on the website. Just so before you vote, go check the website. We’re trying to make this as easy as possible for members to vote. Thanks, Randy. 
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Randy: Thank you so much, Ron. That’s excellent information. At this point, I’d like to report back on the results of the quick poll we just did. The question was what is your job classification? The poll results are as follows; 27% of people on the call are in the administrative category of the Unified Bargaining Unit. Six percent are in the institutional and healthcare category of the Unified Bargaining Unit. Twenty-one percent are the office administrative category of the Unified Bargaining Unit. Twenty-seven percent are in the operational and maintenance/technical classification of the Unified Bargaining Unit, and 19% are in the Correctional Bargaining Unit. 
 That’s who is on the call, OPSEU members from all across the province. We’re going to now go to questions. If you have a question press star, three on the telephone keypad, and you’ll be placed in the queue, but here’s somebody who has already done that. It’s Joe from Ottawa looking for details about the drug plan. Can you go ahead, Joe? 
Joe: Hi, guys. I have a question. Regarding the catastrophic drug plan, usually in the past, whenever we’ve had an offer or we had something go on with the collective agreement, we would have all the details written down. This time around, we only have three lines with no other details, and we’re expected to vote on it. All we’re getting is the information from the board. 
Ron: Thank you, Joe. If it helps, I could explain a bit the catastrophic drug coverage. It’s fairly simple. We negotiated the catastrophic drug coverage under the OPSEU Pension Trust post-retirement benefits some time ago. Our members in the legacy plan of the OPSEU Pension Trust post-retirement benefits can buy catastrophic drug coverage. For the new plan B we bargained with no cost to the members. Catastrophic drug coverage is included. 
 Let me give you an example, Joe. Maybe this will be helpful. Let’s say a drug costs you $12,000. Under our plan, under the catastrophic drug plan, you would pay $1,000. I’m not going to talk about the small dispensing fees. You would be covered at 90% for first $10,000, so anything over $10,000, you’d get $9,000 from the insurance carrier. With the catastrophic drug coverage, from $10,000 to $12,000, the insurance carrier would cover the full $2,000. 
 If the drug costs $12,000, Joe, it would cost you $1,000. If the catastrophic drug costs $15,000, it would cost you $1,000. If the catastrophic drug costs $21,000, it would cost you $1,000. Possibly with those examples, that will help you understand that program, Joe. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Ron. I just want to reiterate that all of the information about the deals, all that information is online at www.OPSEU.org. If it seems like there isn’t a lot of information there, it’s because these tentative agreements are fairly straightforward. Check to the website, and you’ll get all the information that there is. 
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 We’re now moving on to an online question, and just a reminder that you can type in your questions in the chat box online, if that’s how you’re experiencing this telephone town hall. We have Sheila, who is asking a much more general question than the one we just had, which is, is OPSEU in support of this agreement? 
Smokey: Hi, it’s Smokey here. Yes, we are. Mickey and Monte and myself have all recommended it. Then the executive board recommended that it go for a vote. Not all board members are in agreement. Some have some concerns, but the vast majority, well, it was unanimous that it should go to membership for a vote. 
 I’ve been around a long time. Given everything that’s going on in the world today, I’m going to recommend it. Again, it’s up to you. It’s your contract. It’s your vote, but it has been recommended by the union for acceptance. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Smokey. Very clear. Our next question comes from Dennis in Toronto. Dennis, you’re on the call. Go ahead, please. 
Dennis: Great, thank you. Hello. I was wondering about the folks that have been subject to the merit increase freeze. Will the merit date effectively be July 1 for everyone or date of ratification, or will that be something different? 
Ron: Hi, Dennis. Your merit date will resume following January 1, 2018. It would have been the date you were hired on, so right now if you are caught in the freeze, the freeze comes off January 1, 2018. You would just now progress through the grid as you normally would. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Ron. Our next question, also from Toronto, come from Jennifer, and it’s about long-term disability. Welcome, Jennifer. Go ahead, please. 
Jennifer: Thank you, [Rick 00:17:24]. Hi, there. I just want to know how this affects those of us who are on disability. We felt we were left behind last round, and I’m just wondering if there is anything new that affects us, and if we will be getting the wage increases. 
Ron: Hello, Jennifer. It’s Ron again. Yes, you will get the wage increases. It’s part of the collective agreement. Any general wage increase that we negotiate for Corrections or Unified, you’ll receive it. It used to be different many years ago, but one of our great bargaining teams over the years sorted this out. You’ll absolutely receive this wage increases. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Ron. I’m Randy Robinson. I’m your host today on this telephone town hall for OPSEU members and the OPS, and I’m very happy to be able to introduce Mickey Riccardi. As you heard earlier, Mickey is the acting OPSEU co-chair of the Central Employer Relations Committee of the OPS. I just 
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have a question, Mickey. What do you think members should retain about the Unified tentative deal? 
Mickey: Everything, Randy. In fact, it’s extremely short, just two-and-a-half pages long. You can read it on the website at OPSEU.org. There’s one thing I’d like to underscore with our Unified members, and that’s the Attendance Support Management Program, or ASMP, which Ron mentioned. 
 Unified workers have suffered under the ASMP for years. In fact, the employer expanded it in 2015. It punished and humiliated workers. It cast a shadow of suspicion on workers who were off sick basically accusing them of lying and theft. It shamed them into returning to the workplace, even if they or their family member were still very ill. 
 By coming back to soon, sometimes they just got worse and/or passed on their illness to their colleagues. We have consistently lobbied the government to dump this unworkable, unpalatable program for years. Now, we’ve succeeded. 
 If the tentative deal is accepted, the program will be terminated, and I would like to take this opportunity to remind members that we negotiated a way of two-tier leave for medical reasons last December. Formally, unless you had a medical certificate, employees received just 66.66% of their regular salary for 124 days for short-term sickness. Now, after the first six days employees are paid at 75% of the regular salary for those 124 working days. Those are two tremendous victories for the OPS. 
Randy: Okay, thanks very much, Mickey. As people mostly know, the voting on these two tentative agreements, one for Unified and one for the Correctional Bargaining Unit, will take place on June 20th, 21st, and 22nd. Details of the when and where for each of those days are available on the OPSEU website at www. OPSEU.org, but we do have people asking questions about how the vote will take place. 
 I have one online from Shawn, that says, “Does OPSEU have the ability to vote by email?” Ron? 
Ron: Hi, Shawn. Unfortunately, we do not have that ability. Our constitution and policies state that how the vote, so the vote has to be in person. We also don’t have any proxy voting, so I hope every member will take the opportunity to vote that can. 
Randy: Okay, thanks, Ron. Very clear. Let’s go now to Michelle in Hamilton, asking about out-of-country coverage. Go ahead, Michelle. 
Michelle: Hi. When I read what was posted, it seems to me as though, if it passes and I sign my family up, I have to continue paying. I have to stay on it forever? Because if I leave I can never get back on? Is that correct? 
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Ron: Good morning. It’s Ron again. That is correct. If you go into the optional out-of-country, once you leave, if you subscribe to it, pay the fees, take advantage of this program, and you decide, “I’m not going to go out of country again, so I’m not going to pay the fees,” you can’t go back in. What you can do is you can delay going into it, but once you decide to go out, you cannot go back in. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Ron. I just have a question about that myself, which is why is it like that? Why does it have to be mandatory once it’s mandatory? 
Ron: Once you go into it, it’s because the insurance carrier has concerns that, let’s say, Randy, you’re planning a big trip to France with your family, and you’re going there for three weeks to take in a country. You would opt into the plan, pay your $9.63 for your family to be covered. You’d go out, and maybe five years from now, you’ll want to go to England, so you’d go in. It’s just for the insurance carrier. You couldn’t just go in it when you’re away, Randy. 
Randy: Okay, makes perfect sense. I’ll think about that if I go back to England ever. I have a question from Paul in Kingston, talking about the TEI. Paul, go ahead please. 
Paul: Yes, thanks for taking the question. Can you tell me how this is affected? I’m currently on TEI salary continuation until an extended [crosstalk 00:23:05]. Do I get the 1.5% effective July 1? Does my salary change? 
Mickey: Hi, it’s Mickey. If you’re on salary continuance, then you would get that 1.5% increase. Yes. As you’re long as you’re on that salary continuance for the six months. 
Randy: Thanks very much. We have a question online from Ken. It says, “What provisions are being made for seasonals and new hires?” Go ahead, Ron. 
Ron: Seasonals will get the wage increase, the 7.5% over the four years, and for new hires, new hires will, if you start in August, your salary grid would have went up. You in a way will get the 1.5% because your salary will be higher when you start. If you start in, let’s say, December 31, 2017, your salary will be 1.5% higher than if you started in June of 2017. The provisions flow for all of our members. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Ron. We have Christopher in Toronto with a question about the bargaining process, I believe. Christopher, go ahead. What’s your question? 
Christopher: Hi, thank you. My question was prior to the employer making this offer, what had OPSEU had been thinking about beginning the negotiations for, for the contract renewal, and how does that compare to what the unexpected offer actually looks like? 
Smokey: Smokey, here. I’ll start, and Mickey or Monte may want to jump in after. I’m not quite sure what the final demands were. I don’t have the demand book in front 
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of me, but I’m not quite sure. Mickey will walk through some of the top ones, but so what happened was the government made an offer, which we quite rightly had to put before the members. The members determine whether it’s enough to vote for it or roll it over for four years, or you want to go back to the bargaining table and try for more. Mickey, is it substantially different just on the face of it? 
Mickey: The top demands were mostly wages, and no concessions. Protecting public services, health and dental benefits. Bench benefits. Vacation. As part of the rollover, we have protected most of those, but the number one we could see was wages. I think that this tentative agreement addresses that. 
Smokey: On the wage front, I can say that arbitrators are awarding anywhere nowadays between 1% and 2%. Negotiated agreements are in the 1.5% to 2%. Some are lower, but there are no more zeros. There were improvements. Monte wants to add a bit. 
Monte: Just following up on what Mickey said, wages, benefits, and pensions were the top three for corrections. Again, wages have always been number one for as long as I have been in the Ministry. Again, we tried to meet that aspect. 
 If you’ll look at the news, the leader for the progressive conservatives for Ontario, Mr. Brown, thinks that this is a poor deal for the taxpayers of Ontario. Basically, what I think he’s saying is that you’re not worth it. The PCs, who are now leading the polls are saying this is a bad deal, that’s telling me that it’s probably a good deal. Thank you. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Monte. For those of you who just joined us this morning, my name is Randy Robinson. I’m your host for the telephone town hall. I’m joined by Smokey Thomas, Ron Elliot, Mickey Riccardi, and Monte Vieselmeyer. We’re talking about details of the extension offers that the Ontario government has put forward for the members of the Unified and Correctional Bargaining Units and the OPS. 
 If you have a question for any of the speakers, just press star, three, on your phone now. For those of you joining us online, please ask your question by writing it in the chatbox. 
 Now I’d like to formally introduce Monte Vieselmeyer, who has spoken a few times. Monte is the co-chair of the Ministry Employer Relations Committee for the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Service. Good morning, Monte. How are you? 
Monte: Good morning, Randy. 
Randy: Monte, what’s your take on the rollover agreement made to the Correctional Bargaining Unit? 
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Monte: I just briefly touched on some of the bargaining demands and how the opposition party is coming out and speaking to this. That was a big factor for us when we were at the table, when we were talking about what the political landscape and the bigger picture looked for whether we’re in the Correctional Bargaining Unit or the OPS Unified Unit. Looking at that term of the agreement, which is four years, that would potentially take us to next bargaining cycle, which would give the opportunity if this tentative agreement is accepted to put pressure on the next government, whoever that may be. 
 I just wanted to do a little background here because our agreement that we signed previously was signed in January of 2016. One of the hard-fought things that we fought for the crisis and corrections was to have a Corrections-only agreement. As you specifically see, there are two votes for this particular agreement. There’s one for the OPS Unified and one for the Correctional Bargaining Unit. 
 In that particular agreement, there had to be changes to [CECBA 00:29:07], by which is the Crown Employees Collective Bargaining Act, for this to actually be official ending legislation. That took place on December 8, 2016, where it was passed into legislation, giving the Correctional Bargaining Unit its own bargaining unit in CECBA, also removing the right to strike for our members. 
 In place of that, we also received interest arbitration where we’re able to go in front of an arbitrator to argue our case in regards to any. Most often it’s wages, but it could be other things. In this particular case, it’s specifically for wages. 
 Also, in December of last year, an agreement was signed in, and Mickey referenced part of it, in regards to the change. It was 66.66% for short-term, and now it’s 75%. In conjunction with that agreement, there was also agreement that the 2,000 Unified members that work within the institutions in the community offices would also have the opportunity to come over in the Correctional Bargaining Unit. 
 Those Unified members had a vote in January of that year, and the OPSEU executive board approved those members coming over, so 2,000 members are now a part of the Correctional Bargaining Unit officially as of January 1, 2018, but will be participating the vote for the Correctional Bargaining Unit. Of those 2,000 members, approximately 900 are correctional nurses, who including this, if there are any changes in their structure because of these reports of come out where the reference the ombudsman or [inaudible 00:30:40] report with regards to segregation, the recommendation is that they would stay within the Correctional Bargaining Unit, and the employer agreed to this tentative agreement. 
 Also, for those Unified members, there is still the ability. Say if you’re in office administration or maintenance individual, if you wanted to potentially go into another job within the OPS in another ministry, that opportunity is still there for you to access. The important aspect for this is it’s been said time and time again. 
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This is for the members to vote on, and you’ll have the opportunity to look at what you think the positive aspects of this deal is, and you’ll have your opportunity next week to vote. Please get out and vote. Thank you. 
Randy: Thank you, Monte. Excellent presentation. We’re going to go now to Sandy in Cochrane, with a question about out-of-country coverage and retirees. Go ahead, Sandy, please. 
Sandy: Yeah, we’re just wondering if the out-of-country medical coverage and catastrophic drug coverage will be available to retirees? 
Ron: Kind of, is the answer. It depends on which plan you go under for the OPSEU Pension Trust post-retirement benefits. If you’re in plan A, the legacy plan, the plan we had for many years, your package includes an upgrade for emergency out-of-country coverage, global medical assistance, and catastrophic drug. 
 If you’re going into the new plan B, the one that was negotiated, so there is no cost to our members for post-retirement benefits, in that plan you’re automatically covered for emergency out-of-country. In other words, the catastrophic drug coverage, you get at no cost, as with the whole plan is no cost. Then you have the option to buy emergency out-of-country medical coverage. 
Randy: Okay, thanks very much. Going to an online question from Ignacio, it’s about how the vote will work again. It’s, “Is the employer obligated to give time off to employees who wish to vote next week?” Ron? 
Ron: Hi, Ignacio. No, they’re not. What the government has told us, they are going to make it as easy as possible and be as flexible as possible, but let our members vote. You’d have to ask your manager. We all know that even for the government side to do something, there’d be managers somewhere that maybe wouldn’t heed their advice or do what they’re told. You’d need your manager’s permission to vote on your employer’s time. 
 We will ensure that the polls are open well before work hours and well after. In some of our larger centers, the polling will be for two days. In the Toronto area, region five, it will be open for all three days. 
Randy: Thanks very much. Going now to Tonya in Toronto with a question about what happens if OPSEU members vote against the contract? I think I’m going to pass that one over to Smokey Thomas. 
Smokey: Hi. Smokey, here. If you vote against a collective agreement, it’s turned down. You simply go to bargaining, but this time around for the Unified folks, we would have to bargain what’s been called the emergency essential services. The last time we did that, it took about five months. What it is, for new people, is we have to provide the government with an agreed-to number of workers to do work of emergency nature or deemed essential. 
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 They are always an acrimonious fight with the employer. Last time around, just about every one of the agreements went to arbitration. The reason it takes so long is it goes by workplace by workplace by workplace, so local presidents end up spending a lot of time on the phone or either in Toronto. They all have their turns to come in and help us put input into those agreements. 
 That would take, I don’t know how long, but I’ll say the last time it took five months. After that, we would commence an issues bargaining with the bargaining team. 
 Now on the corrections side, because one of your top demands last round was to remove the right to strike and have the right to arbitration, so you would not have to do emergency essential services bargaining. You would go straight to issues bargaining, and that team is elected and in place. If it’s turned down, then it’s up to the bargaining team. It’s up to the unit and employer to agree on bargaining dates and start bargaining. 
 That’s what happens if it turns down. They simply go through the bargaining process. In most other rounds, we’ve had to get [a strike for 00:35:35] that sort of stuff. It could take quite a while. 
 The other thing is if it’s not ratified, there will be no raise on July 1. The raises would commence whatever is bargained after that. You wouldn’t get the 1.5% in July. 
Randy: Thank you very much, Smokey. I want to apologize to Tonya. I read her question, but forgot to go to the phone line. My mistake. I’m getting too used to reading the online questions. I have an online question from Michelle that says, “I am acting AMAPCEO. Do I receive the 1.5% as AMAPCEO increase starts January 1, 2018?” Ron? 
Ron: I think you should refer to your bargaining agent and ask them. No, I’m just kidding. Do you get a raise January 1, 2018? You don’t with OPSEU. I don’t know. I don’t know what AMAPCEO just got a me-too on this tentative agreement. I don’t know exactly when it runs. I could look it up, or you can check your website. 
 Just like the OPSEU Pension Trust post-retirement benefits, once we bargain the first 39 months, and then the government gave it to AMAPCEO. I don’t know what your raise would be with AMAPCEO. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Ron. Ron, I have a question for you. Some of us have seen that there is an AMAPCEO tentative agreement out there. That’s not the same, but similar in many ways to what was offered to OPSEU members. Are the AMAPCEO members voting on that? 
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Ron: Yes, they are. I think just following maybe a week, following ours, they’re voting on it. They had bargained that one, where the president of the union, the vice president of the union, three staff, and three lawyers, they did that. It’s a me-too with a couple of wrinkles that we will have the exact same thing. There’s not going to be any difference. As usual, OPSEU did the heavy lifting. 
Randy: In that case, if AMAPCEO does accept this deal, and OPSEU do accept this deal, and that’s if they do have the choice to vote, of course, Michelle’s question will become moot because it will both be the same in terms of wages. Thanks very much. 
 We go now to the phone with Patrick in Saint Catherine’s, with a question about age restriction on coverage. Go ahead, Patrick. 
Patrick: I would say with the out-of-country coverage, I know that some other insurers will restrict coverage to certain ages. I’m wondering once you’re into this out-of-country insurance that they can’t take it away from you? 
Randy: Ron? 
Ron: You are correct. What this insurance does, and I know it’s good because a few of my friends have retired from the OPS, and after we bargained this months ago for the post-retirement benefits, they phoned me and said, “Ron, this is a great deal. It’s one of the cheapest out there, and one of the best ones out there,” they’re telling me. 
 The limits on this one, the out-of-country, it’s 90 days or less. You’d have to come back, and you can go again, so 90 days or less, but multiple times in a year. It’s a million dollar lifetime maximum payment. Once you retire, you’ll also eligible for the global medical assistance that will help out too. Right now, there’s no restrictions on age. 
Randy: Okay, thanks, Ron. We’ll go now to Michelle in Hamilton. Go ahead, Michelle. What’s your question? 
Michelle: Hi. Earlier Mickey had mentioned that most of the benefits within the current collective agreement were protected. We’re just looking to find out if there’s going to be anything that’s going to be removed from the current collective agreement, or what exactly that meant? 
Mickey: It’s a rollover. It’s Mickey. It’s a rollover, so all the benefits that are there will remain. We have the additional benefit of one of the things that we also got was for dental that if your dentists sends in online to the carrier that the reimbursement piece, where the check used to come to us. Now the option is that that can go directly to the dentists. 
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 There’s been no takeaways on the benefits at all. The ones that we got were the out of coverage and catastrophic drugs, that was additional. There was no concessions on benefits. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Mickey. Just reminding people, if you want to ask a question of any of our panelists, just press star, three, on your telephone keypad. If you’re experiencing this telephone town hall online, just type your question into the chatbox. One of the questions that was typed into the chatbox comes from Angela. The question is, “Why would this contract be for four years?” 
Ron: The contract is for four years because we felt it was to our advantage. The first advantage, and this is Ron again, is getting a 1.5% wage increase before the contract expires. If we did this bargaining normally, we would expect a raise January 1, 2018. 
 To sweeten the deal, to sweeten the offer, we bargained with the government to make it 1.5% on July 1. If you look at the Unified members, they receive 1.4% January 1, 2017. If they agree to this tentative agreement, they’ll get 1.5% July 1, 2017. That’s a 2.9% wage increase that is over two years, really. It covers 2018, but we think that’s pretty good. 
 In the Correctional Bargaining Unit, all the corrections received 1.4% at January 1, 2017. Many members in the Correctional Bargaining category also received a 3% arbitrated special wage adjustment. Plus, if this agreement is ratified, they will also receive the 1.5% July 1, 2017. For many members in the Correctional Bargaining Unit, that’s 5.9% wage increase in 2017. 
 The four years give us stability. We want to, Smokey and the executive board, Eddy, have talked about rebuilding and strengthening the OPS locals. It gives us some time. What it does, if [Wynne 00:42:56] calls an early election, if Patrick Brown gets elected, it gives you some financial stability. One of the important parts Monte mentioned earlier, it puts us right again in front of the next election cycle. 
Smokey: It’s Smokey here. In the education sector, a few years back, the liberals passed legislation to change the terms of bargaining and collective agreements. It’s a first union that will go front and center filed a charter challenged on that. The union’s filed as well. 
 We won those challenges, so now governments know they can’t unilaterally change a collective agreement. Four years give you protection from the liberals reversing their promises or thinking maybe if the budget’s phony, and they do go into the hole, they can’t say all the sudden now, “We need more zeros. You’re not getting the next two years’ raises,” or if Patrick Brown’s elected, as Monte pointed out, he’s already said he thinks it’s too rich. The government could have bargained harder on behalf of the taxpayers. 
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 He won’t get to change the collective agreement for the life of the collective agreement. This bargaining unit OPS, there’s a crisis in corrections. There’s actually a crisis. It’s a horrible crisis in corrections, but there’s been a crisis in the rest of the OPS as well. 
 Ever since [Rae 00:44:20] days through Mike [the Knife 00:44:22], through Dalton McGuinty, who made Mike the Knife look like Mike the Butter Knife, through Kathleen Wynne in austerity and cuts, you’ve been under attack. You’ve been cut. You’ve been just treated horribly for many years. 
 This would provide you with four years of knowing that you’re going to get some raises that are probably equal to cost of living. The big thing for me on this one is no government can change it in the future, and then when it expires, then you go bargain again. 
Randy: Thank you, Smokey. You’re listening to an OPSEU telephone town hall for OPSEU members in the Ontario Public Service. We’re talking about the tentative agreement signed June second in members in the Unified and Correctional Bargaining Units. We have four panelists here today. We have Smokey Thomas, president of OPSEU, Ron Elliot, chief negotiator for the union, Mickey Riccardi, acting co-chair of the Central Employer Relations Committee of the OPS, and Monte Vieselmeyer, chair of the Ministry Employer Relations Community for the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services. 
 If you want to ask a question of any of our panelists about the deal, just press star, three, on your telephone keypad, and you will be placed in a queue. Similarly, if you want to ask a question online, you just type it into the chatbox. 
 One of the big issues in these two tentative agreements has to do with, or at least one of them, has to do with the ASMP. We have a question from James in London. Please go ahead, James. 
James: Hi, there. Thanks for taking the call. When I first came in, it wasn’t that long ago, we were upset about it, so I got a hold of the local. They explained to me that I felt like, hey, that’s not in the contract. How does that work? It was explained that the government can basically drop that you at any time. What’s to say that even though they’re getting rid of it soon that they don’t implement something else later? That’s my question. 
Mickey: Hi, it’s Mickey. You’re absolutely right. It is an employer policy. They can have a policy on attendance management. They will have a policy, but it won’t be like the ASMP. They would revert to the old policy that we have that was the Attendance Support Program. 
 That was the one in effect prior to this one. You’re absolutely right. It’s their right to have an attendance management program. It is a policy, and it is not in 
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our collective agreement, but we felt that this being that we had this rollover on the table, that it was a way of getting rid of that ASMP program. Thanks. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Mickey. I’m going to ask Monte to give a corrections’ perspective on that question. 
Monte: Just to follow up on what Mickey said, because corrections first had the experience with ASMP after the 2008-’09 round of bargaining, and at that time with the union we fought that the employer implemented that ASMP program on us. That’s when the decision came down basically stating the employer had the right to have … Basically, there were certain aspects within that program and how the employer had to apply it. 
 They’re allowed to have what they it, but [inaudible 00:47:57] to be fair and transparent process and so on. That’s what we’ve been fighting all along. Again, they’re removing it for the Unified group. For corrections, they stated that we had 28.5 sick days per year, which is based on eight-hour days, and we all work 12-hour days. 
 Again, that’s a program that they can change at any time. It’s not technically tied to bargaining. I think on the corrections side, they’re having a difficult time managing it. Again, our members have significant concerns in regards to our workplaces and that crisis in corrections and how it’s affecting our members. The employer is having difficulty administering that program. 
 At some point in time, we’d still like to, whether it’s inside or outside of bargaining, also pursue getting rid of that program. We don’t think it’s beneficial to our members. Again, it’s not tied to bargaining. Thank you. 
Randy: Thank you, Monte. We have an online question from Lisa, which is, “Is the ACL still in play?” 
Monte: Hi, Lisa. Thank you for your question. The ACL was after the last round of bargaining or at the end of the last round of bargaining. A piece we had added as a sweetener for our members. It was only for the term of the agreement. Technically, it ends as of December 31, 2017. That was not one of the rollover aspects of the agreement. There obviously was some benefit. 
 One of the things I just wanted to point out because some people see this as a pay aspect. It’s only a lump sum if you cash it out. It’s not added to your wage aspect where all these increases are directly added to your hourly wage, which go forward for the rest of your working life. Thank you. 
Randy: Thank you very much, Monte. Going now to the phones with Robert and Sue St. Maria. Question about out-of-country coverage on disability. Robert, go ahead, please. 
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Robert: Yeah, I’m in the operations branch, and I’m on permanent disability. I was wondering if there was any wage increases that I would be entitled to, and also would I be able to get out-of-country coverage? 
Ron: Thank you, Robert. I’m going to, if you’re on disability, think that you’re on long-term income protection, so LTIP. You would get the wage increase, and there’s no pre-examination for the out-of-country medical coverage. 
Randy: Okay, thanks very much. Moving on now to an online question from Barb. Will the TEI rollover? Mickey? 
Mickey: Hi, Barb. It’s Mickey. Yes, there is no end date, an actual date, to the TEI. It will rollover for the next four years. Thanks. 
Randy: Okay, short question, short answer. Thanks very much. Going now to Chris in North Bay. Go ahead, Chris. You’re on the program. 
Chris: Hi, thank you for taking my question. I would just like to know if there is any anti-privatization or anything about job security in this new offer? Because in my city, we have a lot of layoffs, a lot of fee-for-service people, and a lot of uncertainty about if we’re even going to have jobs in the future. We’re just wondering there is anything that tackles that in this offer. 
Smokey: Smokey, here. One of reasons I think the government wanted to roll contract over is we’re really getting doom from the campaign, and I know it’s very active in North Bay. It’s having quite an impact on them. 
 We will not stop fighting privatization. We will not stop fighting cuts, so those campaigns will continue. Mickey’s just looking for the language here in that big, thick collective agreement. I do know that there is language in there, and we’ll know exactly what it says, but I’ll let Mickey address that. We have language if they want privatize. Over a certain amount, they have to talk to us, and Mickey can talk about that. 
Mickey: Hi, in the last round we negotiated language around that. It’s called the Equality of Public Services. It’s appendix 51, and that appendix also rolls over. We did address that piece in our last collective agreement. We do have something there in regards to if the privatization or they talk about it, that does happen. We have language in our collective agreement that we can refer to and have things addressed there. Thanks. 
Randy: Okay, thank you, Mickey. I have a question that looks like it will be answered by Ron. This is an online question from Lucy. “Can LTIP members vote on this agreement?” 
Ron: Hey, Lucy. Thank you. Yes, absolutely. You’re a member of the union, and you can vote, and we encourage it. Thank you. 
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Randy: Thank you very much. 
Smokey: Smokey, here. Just on that, if on the voting days, we’ve had a couple of questions, so if you’re out of town, say you’re a worker that you’re either away on holiday or in another city, or your actually working in another city. Say you live in Ottawa, and you’re working in Kingston, check online.  You can go vote at any polling station. Just make sure that you have a paystub, government ID, or photo ID, driver’s license, and it will look you up in the computer, and then your ballot will be counted along with the rest of the ballots, and it would be secret. Nobody would know how you vote. 
Randy: Okay, thanks very much, Smokey. Just a reminder to people, if you want to ask a question of any of our guests on the call today, just press star, three, or type your question into the chatbox. Going now to Andrew in London, question about holidays. What is your question, Andrew? 
Andrew: [inaudible 00:54:13] 
Randy: Hello, Andrew? Well, the question is, any changes to holidays? I think. Who’d like to take that one? Ron? 
Ron: No, there’s no changes to staff holidays, provisions. No changes to vacation provisions. 
Randy: Okay, thank you very much, Ron. Now a question coming from Saint Catherine’s. It’s Rod. Go ahead, Rod. What is your question? 
Rod: Good timing. I just finished eating a carrot. 
Randy: Just a health question, I take it? 
Rod: Actually, it is. It’s the out-of-country medical, I’m sorry, I’m probably the umpteenth person to ask, but one of your speakers indicated that we could find the full details on the website. Could you tell me how to do that? I’m having a hard time, concerning the conditions, any preconditions, all the stuff that the insurance companies usually as you about group insurance going out of country. Is that available on the OPSEU.org? 
Ron: It’s Ron. Mickey’s just actually handing me something. This is a fact sheet from the Ontario government, but … No, it’s not. Maybe, Mickey, you should be answering this question because here’s what it is. This is new to us. All the details might not be put up. It’s not new to us because we bargained it for the OPSEU Pension Trust post-retirement benefits. The details are on the OPSEU Pension Trust website. Mickey, do you have more to add on that? 
Mickey: You can find the details on the OPTTrust.com. It goes into details of catastrophic drug coverage and also the out-of-country. It’s under the post-retirement 
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benefits, the optional upgrade, and it will give you detailed information there. I hope that helps. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Mickey. I have an online question from [Jamal 00:56:18]. The question is, “What about recently hired employees in this year before July? Do we get the 1.5% increase?” 
Ron: Absolutely, you’ll get 1.5% increase if both of the contracts are ratified. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Ron. We’ll get you to say it more emphatically next time. Going now to Belleville with Dale, a question about catastrophic coverage for retirees. Go ahead, Dale, you’re on the program. 
Dale: It’s actually opportunity. I was just calling because I was talking to payroll benefits. I’m a disabled employee, and I can retire in 2017 or ’18, and they informed me that the catastrophic coverage was paid for by the employer for retirees. Is this correct, or incorrect? 
Ron: Thank you for the question. You would be going into plan B, the no-cost, new OPSEU Pension Trust post-retirement benefits. If you go into that plan B, catastrophic drug coverage is free. There is absolutely no cost to you. What you can do under plan B of the OPSEU Pension Trust post-retirement benefits is you can add emergency out-of-country coverage, global medical assistance, but again, catastrophic drug coverage is provided with plan B at no cost to our retiring members. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Ron. We’re getting a tremendous number of online questions today. This one is from Amanda. It says, “Do our merit raises start again, and would they be retroactive?” 
Mickey: Hi, it’s Mickey. Yes, the merit raises would start in 2018, and they will not be retroactive. You would be, on your anniversary date, on your merit date, you would move to the next step on the grid, but there will be no retroactivity. 
Randy: Thanks, Mickey. We’re going now to Carol on the phone line from Mississauga. It’s a question about the minimum wage increase. Go ahead, Carol. 
Carol: Hey, there. My question is why should we settle for 7.5% increase over four years, when minimum wage is going up by almost 23%? I’m finding the wages to not be very competitive especially for us that have professional designations, as we are lagging quite far behind our counterparts in private industry. 
Smokey: It’s Smokey here. First off, that minimum wage legislation has not passed yet. It’s not law. It’s a piece of legislation that’s in the legislature for debate. There will be public hearings on that this summer. I’m not aware of anyone on this contract that makes minimum wage. 
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 The wage increases that are begin proposed would be pretty much in line with inflation. Everybody makes more than minimum wage. It is true. There are some categories that probably could do better in the private sector. Conversely, there are some categories that probably would do better in the public sector than they would in the private sector. 
 It’s very difficult to always keep an exact match with the private sector, and this time around the students are in our contract. If they’re paid minimum wage, they’ll get that bump up if it passes, but it’s not going to pass this summer. As the hearings don’t wrap up until around the end of August, I believe, and then the House doesn’t sit again until the end of September. There are some really good changes in that proposal legislation, but that won’t be back in the House until the end of September, early October. Minimum wage will affect some summer students down the road in a positive way, but not this summer. 
Randy: Thank you, Smokey. I have an online question from Jennifer about out-of-country medical coverage. The question is, “Out-of-country medical, one million dollar maximum payment, is that per trip or per lifetime?” 
Ron: That is per lifetime, and just to make sure. I’m looking at it. Yes, it’s one million dollar lifetime payment maximum. Thank you. 
Randy: Okay, thanks, Ron. Another online question, this time from Marian, “What’s the definition of catastrophic drugs? Can this be explained?” 
Smokey: This is Smokey. I’ll take a shot at that. Let’s look at chemotherapy. There are some drugs in chemotherapy, which dramatically improve your chances of survival and living cancer-free and beating it, but they’re not covered by OHIP. Some of these drugs, I have personal experience with some of these drugs, they’re very expensive. 
 For example, I know for a fact that one needle in chemo, there’s one some people should really have it although it’s optional because it’s not covered by OHIP, but 10 years ago, it was $2,500 a needle, and that was over a quarter, so about 16 chemotherapies, in one case. I know about an eight in another. That’s a tremendous amount of money. 
 I didn’t realize the extent of which catastrophic illnesses bankrupt families that are union members. Some very rare diseases, some of the medicines could be literally $2,000 a pill or $2,000 a run of pills that are not covered. I know locals that have had fundraisers to try to raise money for people or members’ families who have experienced catastrophic illnesses to cover the drugs. 
 This would be a tremendous addition to the collective agreement, so people wouldn’t have to run up the credit card bills, borrow money from family and friends, sell the car, whatever, end up literally almost bankrupt. I don’t have a drug formulary in front of me from OHIP, but there are a lot of drugs that are 
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not covered under OHIP, and not everybody applies for every form of government assistance. 
Randy: Thank you very much, Smokey. Going now to Bowmanville, with a question from Brad. Go ahead, Brad. 
Brad: Hi, this is Brad. My question is to Smokey. You had said at the start of the teleconference that some of the board members were not happy with the extension. I was wondering what they didn’t like about the extended contract. Second part of my question is, it’s easier for me to vote in Oshawa, but it is my understanding that my vote is sealed and held and is only counted if the vote is closed. I wanted to know why that is. 
Smokey: If it’s a vast majority, the sealed ballots would hold up the vote count literally until the next evening because if you live in Oshawa, and you live in Bowmanville, but if you’re working in the government in Ottawa, and you live in Dryden, it takes a while to do all those verifications. In the past, when it had been fairly close, we’ve done all those verifications. They would come into play if it was looking pretty close, but if it was 85% in favor, and there’s 100 segregated ballots, they’re not going to change the outcome of the vote any. 
 For some board members, you’d have to ask them. As your individual members what they think of it. I’m not going to speak on anybody’s behalf, but I would say this. Just about all recognize there’s a very high likelihood of this being ratified. That would be a fair statement to make, although some would rather go bargain with the employer and get it on and have the fight. I said, “Well, that’s good, but it’s also up to membership to vote on.” 
 I’d encourage each and every person ask their board member what they think. Here’s another question to ask them. Ask people who are saying it’s a crappy deal voted down. Ask them, “What’s your answer? What is it we would get? What is it you’d do differently? How would you make it happen that we get something better?” Ask them to put their money where their mouth is, and explain to you why they’re opposed, and then what it is they’d do differently, or they’re going to guarantee you or at least guarantee the prospect that you can improve on this offer? Put it right back to them. Make them explain it to you. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Smokey. You’re listening to an OPSEU telephone town hall about the tentative agreement signed June second for OPSEU members in both the Unified and Correctional category will be able to vote on next week, June 20th, 21st, and 22nd. It is afternoon in the Eastern time zone, but still morning in the Central time zone. We have about 25 minutes left in our call. We have plenty of time to take more questions. 
 If you had not had your question answered or asked yet press star, three, on your telephone keypad, and you’ll be put into the queue, or type your question into the chatbox online, and we’ll get to it that way. Moving now to an online 
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question, the question is, and it says online. It doesn’t have a name attached to it, “Why does OPSEU provide us this agreement which basically provides us with nothing?” Ron? 
Ron: I guess I would disagree with that. I think a 1.5% wage increase July 1, six months early before this contract expires, is a pretty sweet offer, and I’m certainly recommending it. Let me give you examples, and maybe that will help. An [OAD8 01:06:19], and many members in the Unified Bargaining category, they’re going to go from $50,048 a year, and at the end of contract, they’ll be at $53,924. 
 A correctional officer II, the current salary is $71,151. At the end of the contract will be $76,661. Plus correctional officer II have the opportunity to bargain for a special wage adjustment. If they can’t come to an agreement in bargaining, they’ll go to interest arbitration. 
 For a probation officer II, the current salary is $78,913. They will go to $85,024. Plus of course, begin in corrections the probation officer II will have the chance, their bargaining team, to bargain a special wage adjustment. If they are not successful, they can go to interest arbitration. 
 A health and safety inspectors, and there are many examples of investigators at the same pay in the Unified deal, go from $85,953 to $92,609. This agreement also gives us some protection against change in government that may happen, the way Wynne is in the polls. Every time I hear about folks in this building, and there’s a lot of politicals in building where I work, talking about every time Wynne says she’s not going to call an early election, maybe she is. It gives you some protection that way. 
 One of the things that it really does too is for the Unified members with the right to strike, members get to settle a bit in their lives and families now. Many of our members struggled before a strike, before they think they’re going on strike. They don’t replace the refrigerator. They don’t buy the new car. They maybe don’t buy the swing sets for the kids. This just gives some members some certainty. I think Smokey’s got some things to add to this. 
Smokey: I’d just add this, to say that it just gives you nothing is wrong. I’ve done many talk radio shows and many interviews about this. The people doing the interviewing are very quick to point out, they say to me, “Smokey, what do you say to people in the private sector that haven’t had raises in a decade, haven’t had raises in 15 years, haven’t had raises in five years, indeed have had taken, imposed wage cuts because of the company says they’ll go out of business if they don’t want to?” 
 I always answer this way. Tell them to join my union, and I’ll get them a raise. That’s why you belong to a union. We got you a raise. To say we’ve got nothing is a bit wrong, but like the caller before said that she recognized that some 
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could do better in the private sector, I’d ask people to actually educate themselves. 
 I have a friend. I know he’s a really great guy. He works really hard. He works a very tough job. He has not had a raise in eight years. He looks at me with a bit of jealousy. He says, “I wish we had union where I worked. Maybe we’d get a raise.” The union did what it was supposed to do. We improve your lives, and this is an improvement in your life. Again, the question for you is, is it enough of an improvement for you to vote for it? 
Randy: Thanks very much, Smokey. Going now to the phone at Ron in Cambridge, asking about retirees and part-timers. Go ahead, please, Ron. 
Ron from Cambridge: Thanks for taking my call. First, I have that question about the retirees. This catastrophic and medical coverage is far cheaper for the active members than it is for the retirees, is my understanding. It’s a little more expensive for the retirees. Is there going to be something where OPTrust, the union, and executive, and management are going to merge the two into one? 
 Second on the retirees, I was hoping in this contract that we would be able to negotiate something whereby we do away with this two-tier coverage that we have the plan A, plan B crap because the police don’t have that problem. The Crown doesn’t have that issue. It was something that I wanted to negotiate in the next contract. 
 When we go on to a few other things, as far as I can tell, most of the money that the government’s going to be using to pay these increases is going to be coming out of a lot of the stuff that was given up in the last 15 years. I’ve been around since Bill Davis was the premier, and we fought hard for 20 years to get a lot of stuff. In the last 15 years, we’ve been gradually giving it back and back and back. 
 The younger staff, for example, aren’t going to be getting termination pay. We gave up accumulated sick time in order to get that six months, or that week pay for every year of service, and we just tossed aside, and I want that back for the younger workers. I’m in my last contract, where regardless of whether it’s a two-year or four-year or whatever, and I want to know if we won’t be able to negotiate it for another four years. We won’t be able to negotiate anything for another four years. 
 We’re getting rid of all the senior staff. A lot of them are being dismissed summarily, and their termination pay is going to be used to pay these increases. Monte knows that. Senior staff are getting dismissed left, right, and center across the province, and Smokey should be aware if he isn’t already that a lot of the people are union executives who are just a pain in the ass, sorry for my language, but they’re a pain in ass for management, so they’re looking for ways to get rid of these kinds of people, who are … 
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Randy: Okay, Ron, I have Smokey, who is chomping at the bit to respond to your extensive question. 
Smokey: You are right that we have lived under probably 25 years of austerity, 25 years of cuts, but I would remind people that in the private sector, we got de-industrialized. We have plants that have closed to move south. We have had tens, if not hundreds of thousands of private sector workers lose their jobs. 
 While we suffered concessions, while we had to take concessions, we had a strike in ’96 to fight off the worst of the concessions. We had a strike in 2002 to fight off the worst of concessions. It hasn’t been a concessionary environment for years. 
 What I would like to point out to people is the advantage that you have, even as bitter as all those pills were to swallow, we still have jobs. Even though young people, I’ve been around since the Bill Davis years too, my generation, my brother, we have let the younger generation down, but we have four years to recoup. Then we start to bargain hard for young people. 
 The pendulum will swing back. It will swing back someday, and we’re going to help swing it back. You’re right about everything that we’ve suffered through, but in my humble opinion, we did remarkably well given with the losses that I know have occurred in other unions and in the private sector. I would still say to you with the union you were spared the worst. We protected so much, even we lost some, but we did not lose what other sectors have lost. 
Randy: Thank you, Smokey. I know Monte wants to add to that as well. 
Monte: Hey, Ron. Thanks for your question. I just wanted to follow up as you referenced the dismissals that are going on across the Ministry. As you’ve said, I’ve seen more dismissals. I think we all have probably in the last five to six years, and I’ve seen, the total of my career, going on my 27th year. 
 One of the things that we were able to get in the last round in bargaining is what we referred to as the ADRC, which Alternative Discipline aspect, which gives our members quicker opportunity than going through the grievance settlement board. We had an opportunity to meet with the minister about a month ago, and one of the things that we brought to them minister’s attention was the discipline that was affecting our members, those terminations. 
 My statement to the minister is that of the members that are getting terminated, approximately 75% are getting their jobs back whether through the ADRC and/or the grievance settlement boards, which is telling me that they’re being improperly dismissed. I got a call from the minister’s chief of staff the following day saying that that percentage raised a serious concern with the minister because if it was 10% or 20%, that would be understandable, but the 
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high rate of discipline that our members are facing, that just doesn’t make sense. 
 The minister is fully aware of it. Myself and our MERC team met with the minister. Also what affects our members is section 22. I’ve heard a few people say we should be bargaining that. Section 22 falls under the Correctional Services Act, and the ombudsman support and Mr. Seeper’s report came out stating that there should be change to the segregation piece under the Correctional Services Act. 
 In conjunction with that meeting with the minister, we also referenced that. If you’re going to be looking at the Correctional Services Act, section 22 falls under that. You should be looking at that. We put a proposal forward to the minister how that could change, and be a more positive aspect for our members, because again we work in very difficult worksites. The expectations of our members and the scrutiny that we face, we need to be dealt with appropriate. Thank you for your question. [crosstalk 01:16:15] 
Smokey: One more thing from Smokey here. Every time anybody has been disciplined or attacked, we have hired lawyers. We have paid criminal expense, the fees for lawyers on criminal charges. We’ve done everything that the union can do. You just have a really nasty employer, and I’ve been with Monte in with every minister. They change them every six months, it seems. 
 I’ve got to tell you something. Monte and [MERC 01:16:46] team do an incredible job of advocating on your behalf. I’ve been in several ministries with Mickey, and your MERC team, your CERC teams they do incredible jobs on your behalf but, yeah, particularly in corrections, you have one nasty employer. Again, anybody that gets disciplined, we’ll go to the wall for anybody, member, activist. We go right to the wall for them. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Smokey. Ron’s question has clearly touched on just everything that’s happening in the Ontario Public Service for OPSEU members, particularly in corrections. Ron Elliot would like to add a comment to that as well. 
Ron: I just want to add a comment to the cost of the catastrophic drug coverage that was at the start of Ron’s question, that why is it more expensive for retirees? Ron, it’s not. The new plan B OPSEU Pension Trust post-retirement benefits, it’s free. There’s no cost at all. For our retirees that left a number of years ago or last year, they can add this to their package. The new plan B, it’s included. It’s at no cost whosoever, and everybody that does have to pay into this pays exactly the same amount. Thank you. 
Randy: Thanks, Ron, and thanks, Ron from Cambridge for that wide-ranging question. I have a question from Jamal online that is related to what Ron Elliot was just 
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talking about. The question is, “Will the premium cost of catastrophic drug coverage ever change or increase in the future?” 
Ron: Hi, Jamal. Yes, it could. I don’t think it will change very much, and one of the things that satisfy me is by offering this to 35,000 people, they’re much younger people. Compared to the retirees, we’re a much younger bargaining unit, which should, if anything, drive the costs down. Again, the costs aren’t very much. Could they go up? Absolutely. Could they do down a bit? Absolutely, but I don’t think they’re going to change very much. Again, the monthly cost for a single is $0.94 a month. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Ron. We have a question from region six, Christine in Sudbury. What is your question, please, Christine? 
Christine: Yes, hi. I’m just wondering. The implications on the bargaining process. Now that we’re talking about accepting, especially for Unified, a contract that was essentially imposed on us, what are the ramifications both to the employer to the union, and I guess to the broad public as well, with regards to accepting this contract that was just tabled without going through the proper channels of bargaining? 
Smokey: Smokey, here. There is nothing improper about the way this came about. The employer can’t table anything with the union at any time [inaudible 01:19:47]. They are the employer. Your MERC team and your CERC team have, between contracts, bargain some pretty good improvements on your behalf, and have also fought off concessions and turned things around. 
 It’s not being imposed. It is going for a vote of the membership. There’s nothing being imposed here at all. The ramifications are, as I said earlier, if it’s accepted you have a four-year deal with a raise July 1, and raises throughout, and some other stuff. If it’s turned down, then we go through that bargaining process, but there’s nothing being imposed here. 
 The union, if we had not brought this to a vote, there would be a revolution, I am sure, because we would be derelict in our duty. I know of at least one other union that did not even take it for a vote, and they just took it, agreed to it, and told the membership, “This is what you’re getting.” 
 Not so in our union. We are democratic, but again, there is nothing improper. This was very properly. Is it different? This is the first time it’s ever happened, and maybe that’s why some people are apprehensive or a bit suspicious about the process, but it’s certainly not the first time in the history of labor movement they implore us to come along and say, “Here’s an offer. We want you to take it to your membership for a vote.” That does happen, and it has happened, just not in this bargaining unit. 
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Randy: Okay, thanks very much, Smokey. We have Sue online with us. A simple question, and I think it has a simple answer. “I am on LTIP. Can I vote?” 
Ron: Yes, Sue, you can vote. If you have access to the computer, you can go to the OPSEU.org, and they will list the sites and times of voting. Yes, you’re a member. You have every right to vote, or if you’re in touch with your regional office, you can give them a call. You can give one of your stewards a call, and they’ll let you know where to vote and times. Perhaps the easiest way might be just to go to the OPSEU.org and find out where the closest voting station is. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Ron. You’re listening to an OPSEU telephone town hall for OPSEU members in the Ontario Public Service. I’m Randy Robinson. I’m your host today. We are talking about the tentative agreement signed June second that are going to be voted on next week, June 20th, 21st, and 22nd. 
 We have a few minutes left on the call. If you have a question press star, 93, on your telephone keypad, and that will put you in the queue, or you can just type your question into the chatbox online, if that’s how you’re experiencing this call. I have a question from Vivonie in Toronto, and I am going to go to the phone right now. Vivonie, are you there? 
Vivonie: Yes. I wanted to know what this catastrophic benefits that we are now having, when we retire, is that going to be there for us? Number two, I wanted to know about the ASMP program for the Unified group that is now in Corrections. Are we going to have that ASMP removed, or now that we’re in Corrections, is that still going to be applied to us? 
Ron: It’s Ron. What I’ll do is answer the catastrophic drug coverage, and I’ll leave it to one of my colleagues here to answer the ASMP. Yes, the free, no cost to you when you retire, the plan B, if you buy the catastrophic drug coverage, it’s mandatory now, so you’ll be in it if the contract is ratified. Once you retire, it’s free. You’ll still have it. It will be absolutely seamless, and where should we go for the ASMP? We’re going to Monte. 
Monte: Thanks for the question. If this tentative agreement is accepted, and for the Unified group that came over to Corrections, technically you don’t come into that bargaining unit until January 1, 2018. If it is accepted, and you’re level one or two of the ASMP, you would be out of the program completely, and as it states, in level three or four, you would be continued to be managed. 
 One of the things we had brought forward in other calls, there’s a one-time option that you can get out of the program level three. Level four is a bit more difficult, but on your individual basis, the opportunities to get out of the program and then when you come into the new Corrections Bargaining Unit January 1, you would be back in the ASMP, but you’d be coming into that program in the ASMP basically at the zero level, so you wouldn’t be in any program. 
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 If you’re in level one, two, or three, this is a good opportunity to get out of it, and start fresh. Again, I would speak with your local representative and make sure what’s the best option to manage that. Potentially if there’s sick time usage that may be need to be appropriately used, you could use it until the end of the year and start off at zero on January 1. Thank you for the question. 
Randy: Thanks a lot, Monte. We’re coming to the end of our telephone town hall for OPSEU members in the Ontario Public Service. We’re going to go to the phone for one last question or comment. It’s from region three, New Market, and it’s Michelle on the line. Can you go ahead, Michelle? 
Michelle: Yes. I just want to thank our union. Our representatives have done an excellent job. I really do appreciate all that you’ve done for us. I know we all have these things that we want or would like, but I really appreciate that you guys bring this forward. I think it is something we should support. I just really thank you guys for all that you’ve done for us. 
Randy: Thank you very much, Michelle. Smokey, did you want to add to that? 
Smokey: I guess she just wrapped up my closing comments. 
Randy: Thank you very much. If you want to go out on a high note, that was a high note for sure. We are coming to the end of our call, and I actually do want to ask Smokey to wrap up for us, and take us out. 
Smokey: Yeah, I’d just like to say, encourage people, to vote. The vote. The best message you can send either way, whether it’s accepted or rejected, is a high vote turnout. This vote is like any kind of vote. It’s a democratic vote, but it’s up to you to exercise your democratic right. You can choose to do that or choose not to do that, but I’m begging you to go vote and have your voice heard. 
 A high turnout either way sends a really distinct message to the employer that they have an engaged workforce here that they need to pay attention to. Again, Randy is going to run through a few final details, but I want to thank Ron, Monte, and Mickey, and Randy, to you, for moderating, and it takes quite a bit to put one of these together. This is our fourth one, so I want to thank all the staff here. 
 There’s quite a few staff involved in this actually to get it going. They’ve done a tremendous job, and I think we’ve answered a lot of questions. I hope you have enough now to make an informed decision. Randy will go through you can have a question asked and answered after the call. Thanks, Randy. 
Randy: Thanks very much, Smokey. Just on that point, if you have a question that you need answered that was not addressed on this call, you can leave a voicemail after this call. Just stay on the line a little bit, and you’ll have an opportunity to 
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leave a voicemail. We’ll listen to that voicemail and staff will get back to you with a response to your question. 
 Same thing online. If you’re typing your question in the chatbox, leave your email address. We can get back to you in that way. I have nothing else to say for this except thanks to everyone for listening. If you have more information that you need to pick up, go to the website, www.OPSEU.org. There’s a big box on the front of the homepage of the OPSEU website that says OPS Contract Vote. Click on that box, and it will take you directly to what you need to get. 
 Thanks again to our panel members, Smokey Thomas, Ron Elliot, Mickey Riccardi, and Monte Vieselmeyer, and everybody have a great day and a great weekend. Thanks again. 
 

 


